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Abstract
The principles of the Open Access movement incorporate the need for open access to data, or Open Data. Research funding bodies are mandating the release and re-use of data, but small-scale research projects may lack the resources to implement Open Data management procedures. Libraries and institutional repositories, which have focused efforts on managing text resources rather than data, can assist in addressing this problem by collaborating with the research community.
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Open Access and Open Data
The Open Access (OA) movement is now a well-established feature of the information landscape. Since its formative days interest has focused principally on research papers and the ways in which they might best be made freely available to researchers, but the original vision also included research data among its key elements. For example, the Berlin Declaration of October 2003 stated that open access contributions include original scientific research results, raw data and metadata... (1). Despite these early exhortations, it is only comparatively recently that the issue of research data has begun to receive serious and widespread attention from the Open Access community.

To give the issue a clearer identity its advocates have developed and promoted the concept of Open Data (OD), defined as a philosophy and practice requiring that certain data are freely available to everyone, without restrictions from copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control (2). While OD may be associated in some way with published OA papers, this is by no means essential, and the data in question might equally be associated with a non-OA paper published solely in a traditional subscription-based journal.

Establishing a policy
Scientific research is data-driven. Research projects generate vast quantities of data, which in turn provide the raw material on which further research is based. Increasingly, as the major research-funding bodies have embraced the principles of OA, they have come to recognise that if they concentrate their policies solely on research publications they will then be neglecting the potential value of the underlying data and failing to ensure the best possible return on their investment.

International bodies like the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Commission of the European Communities (CEC) and
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the European Research Council (ERC), together with national public sector research funders like the Medical Research Council (UK) and research charities such as the Wellcome Trust, have thus responded by publishing statements and guidelines (3-7) that explicitly address the question of data, encouraging - and in some cases formally mandating - their researchers to make appropriate management arrangements for the data they produce, with the purpose of ensuring that the results are both accessible and re-usable. The Wellcome Trust's policy statement is a good example: the Trust considers that the benefits gained from research data will be maximised when they are made widely available to the research community as soon as feasible, so that they can be verified, built upon and used to advance knowledge.

This is not to say that all data should be openly accessible. There are circumstances in which access to research data must be restricted. On occasion a temporary embargo may be justified, where the researcher wishes to deny access pending publication of scientific papers based on the data in question. In the longer term there may be overriding legally binding reasons, such as pharmaceutical research that is commercially funded and where the data are subject to the funder's contractual ownership; or there may be issues of confidentiality and data protection, often a central concern with medical research projects. The importance of this latter consideration has been highlighted by recent events where the supposed anonymity of personal data has been shown to be compromised and led to the withdrawal of open access arrangements (8).

The question of data ownership, and thus the right to determine whether data should be openly accessible and on what terms, is not a trivial one. It can be complicated by uncertainties over the respective rights of individual researchers and their employing institutions. It can further be complicated in those cases where the data, while described as "open", are nonetheless dependent in some way (such as file formats or analytical programmes) on proprietary standards or software.

The long tail of science
Research projects funded by bodies such as those listed above are likely to be large, generating a correspondingly substantial quantity of scientific data. In such circumstances, increasingly driven by funder mandates, it is usually the case that the research project will incorporate its own appropriately-funded data management procedures and technology, supervised by subject experts. It is equally true, however, that much research is conducted on a far more modest scale, still generating important data but in much smaller quantities and without the same level of resource being made available for data management. The discrepancy between these two types of research has been described as big science versus little science.

Big science functions within a well-funded infrastructure of major facilities, shared on a national or international basis and possibly including a purpose-built subject-based data repository. Little science - sometimes characterised as "the long tail of science" - embodies the realisation that much scientific research is conducted by a large number of small groups capable of producing significant results but lacking the benefit of a co-ordinated infrastructure and working in relative isolation. These groups suffer from the risk that their data outputs will not be readily accessible, partly because they have insufficient resources and skills to implement good data management practices and also because they are less likely to be governed by the mandatory requirements of data accessibility that the funding bodies impose on major grant recipients. As a result the datasets they create are vulnerable; they have no well-organised, sustainable home; their ownership - and therefore the right to determine how they can be released, and under what conditions - is uncertain; and little-science researchers lack the political, financial, and organisational muscle necessary to secure support within their parent institutions.

At the same time, few institutional repositories have yet begun to accept responsibility for offering a home to datasets. Their content is predominantly text-based (research papers and theses), and the task of persuading the local academic community to support Open Access self-archiving has tended to consume most of the manpower and time available for advocacy campaigns and strategic planning initiatives.
A role for librarians
Evidence is now emerging that this situation is changing. The problems associated with long-tail research data management have been attracting increasing attention recently, not least because they appear to offer scope for librarians, including repository managers, to co-operate with researchers in developing systems that will allow their data to be made both accessible and re-usable. Some university libraries have risen to the challenge by creating new posts designated as data librarians, demonstrating a commitment to the idea of sharing responsibility for data management with their local researcher community (11), while others are exploring ways in which their institutional repositories can acquire, manage, curate and expose research data.

For such co-operation to work, both parties - researchers and librarians - need to recognise that they have complementary skills and assets. Researchers bring domain expertise, familiarity with the workflows and protocols of scientific research, and an appreciation of the value of the data they produce; while librarians offer skills in organising knowledge and managing information technology. As libraries find their traditional roles increasingly under threat, so they need to identify and develop those areas of activity where they can provide services and advice that are currently unavailable. The management of research data, especially when derived from small-scale projects, and in particular the promotion of Open Data as a strategic objective, represent one such area.

Conclusion
The principles of Open Data are becoming better understood and are beginning to acquire a higher profile than before. However, discussions within the library and information services community on the concept and future of Open Access continue to perpetuate a widely held assumption that OA is essentially concerned with peer-reviewed research publications. To neglect the interests of the Open Data elephant in the Open Access room is to miss an opportunity for librarians to play a more active part in supporting the research process.
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